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CARTAN-THULLEN THEOREM ON H^U)

Gyung Soo Woo

1. Int호 oduction

Let E be a Banach space, E7 be a nonempty open subset 

of E. H{U) denotes the vector space of all complex 

valued holomorpkic fimctiuns on U. Dineen L2j imroduced 

^-domains of holomorphy by replacing the space H(U) 

with the subspace Hh(U) of H(U) and successfully for

mulated a Cartan-Thullen theorem for Banach spaces.

In this article, we are going to give concepts of )- 

domain of existence and domai꾜 of 一holomorphy and 

prove the Cartan-Thullen theorem for infinite dimensional 

separable Banach space.

2. Cartan-Thullen theorem on

Let Z be a countable cover of U by nonempty open 

subsets of U. We denote by the vector space of

all complex valued holomorphic functons on U which are 

bounded on each open subset of L

The natural topology of Hj(U) is the Hausdorff locally 

convex topology defined by the seminorms
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tv'- f w = sup I /(J；) I
x^V

^where V ranges over I.

Definition 1. A nonempty connected open subset U of 

E is said to be a domain of ) -holomorphy if there 

does not exist a pair of nonempty connected open sets V 

and W in E such that

(a) W(ZUQ V and V(tU.

(b) For every f e Hj(U) 나lere exists g U H(V) such 

that g|w = w.

DeejnetIjQn 2. Let U be a nrrnempty connected open 

subset of E. Let f W Hi(U、) and f G dU9 where dU is 

the set of all boundary points of U. f is said to be H「 

regular at f if there exists a pair of nonempty connected 

open sets V, W such that WdU V, f e V (which 

implies that V01 U) and 바】ere exists g U H(U) such that 

glw — f\w. Conversely, f is said to be a Hi-singular 

points for f if no such pair of sets exist.

f is said to be singular on dU if every point of dU 

is a H厂singular point of f. This means that for all 

nonempty connected open subsets V, W of E with WdJC\ V 

and Vthere is no for which g=f in W.

Si(U) will denote the set of all f e Hj(U) which are 

Hj-sigular at every point of dU. U is said to be a 

Hj^U}-domain of existence if S(U)丰如

Lemma 3 [1, Proposition 8.8]. If F is a Banach space 

then Hj (U； F) with the natural topology is a Frechet 

$pace.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that E is a separable Banach space 

and let U be a nonempty connected open subset of E. 

Then the following are equivalent:

(a) is a domain of Hj(U)-holomorphy.

(b) U is a, -domain of existence.

(c) The complement CS/(U) of Sj(U') in H^U) is of 

first category in H^U).

Proof. We prove (c) implies (b) first. If C£(U) is of 

first category in HRU) 바S(U) 球 ©; for if S"(U)=©, 

then CSiQJ、)二二will be of first category. But by 

above lemma, is a complete metric space in the

natural topology, hence is of second category.

This is a contradiction.

(b) implies (a) is obvious from definitions.

Next we show that (a) implies (c). Let V and W be 

nonempty connected open subsets of E such that W CZ 

17 Cl y and V(X U. W) denotes the subalgebra

of Hi(U、) consisting of all functions f H^U) for which 

there exists a (necessarily unique) gGH(V) such that 

f = g in W. For each m U N, let H硕(U, V, W) be 바 

convex subset of V9 IF) consisting of all f Hj

(Z7, V, W) for which the corresponding gwH(卩)satisfies 

the 호elation \g\ W m in V.

We claim that V, W) is closed in Since

HAU) with the natural topology is metrizable, it suffices 

to show that the limit of a convergent sequence in

W) belongs to V9 W). Let {f.}^N be

a sequence in Hl9m(U9 V9 W), and suppose that 

Hi(U) as j 一十 8. For each j W N, let g3 be the corres-
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ponding element of H(V) such that f3 = g“ in W. Since 

IgJ in V for every j W N, it follows from MonteFs 

theorem that ｛幻｝心 has a subsequence which converges 

to a guH(U) uniformly on the compact subsets of V. 

In particular, g? — g pointwise in V, and since f3 = g3 in 

W, it follows 나lat f = g in W. Since |gj m in V for 

every j U N, \g\ m in V. Therefore fw V9 W)

and hence Vy W) is closed in for every

N.

We claim next that the complement CHS9m｛U9 V9W) of 

V9W) in HAU) is dense HAU\ in other words, 

V, W) is nowhere dense in HAU), Since 

CHAU. V9 W)dCHhm(U9 V, W), it will suffice to prove 

나tat CHiQJ, 卩, Wz) is dense in But this follows

f호om the fact that U is a domain of 7ii(Z7)-holomorphy, 

since then HAU, V, W) is a proper subspace of HAU). 

(The complement CG in a topological vector space H of 

a proper subspace G is always a dense subset of H.) 

Finally, we show that CS^U) is the union of a countable 

family of nowhere dense sets of the form V9 W).

Let Af be a countable dense subset of E. If f U CSiQJ) 

비诡r 卩摂矿) for some K, Let gwH(V) be

such that f = g in W, and let WQ be the connected 

component of U Q V containing W. Then there exists 

f e 卩 n 치"

Let r > 0 be the distance of f from dV. Then B了任、)U V 

and Bz(f)牛 U. Now choose a point y M D WQ 

sufficiently close to & and a rational number s sufficiently 

close to r so that the ball Vf = is contained in V,

Vf U and supv시g| < oo. Let N be such that 
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sup^lglWm, and let Z be a sufficiently small positive 

rational number so that Bz(??) U WQ.

Let Wf = BD and gf = g\v\ Then f — gr in W\ and 

so f WH顷(U’VLW. Since the family of sets

卩W) defined in this way is countable, CS^U) 

is the union of a countable family of nowhere dense sets. 

Therefore CS2(CJ) is of first category in H^U).

Remark 5. It can also be shown that the Cartan-Thullen 

theorem holds for separable Banach spaces with the 

bounded approximation property [4丄
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